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Managing and understanding your urban forest is not easy. Neither is communicating the right message to key stakeholders.
We’re here to help.
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M

y tree board has been trying
to find new ways to bring
attention to the local urban forest.
They have put into practice several
new programs that do just that, like
the Honor Tree program, where
a tree is planted on city-owned
property in honor of an individual.
Displays describing Honor Tree have been placed in the
local high schools, hospitals, funeral homes, and even
pet cemeteries.
Historic Forest is a second program that our tree board
introduced this past spring. Most of you are probably
familiar with the American Forest’s Historic Tree program, in which you can purchase a tree that is the offspring of a tree that has historic significance by virtue
of who planted it or what events surrounded it.
We planted our first Historic Forest tree this past spring,
a tulip poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera), offspring of a
tree George Washington planted. We have given some
unused park land to Historic Forest, and 35 to 40 trees
are planned for the area. Each tree will have a plaque
explaining its historic significance as well as the characteristics of the tree species. Our hope is to use this
forest as an outdoor classroom to educate our citizens
about the long-term importance of trees and about historically significant events and people.
In this day of tight budgets, land clearing for development, and individuals making uninformed decisions as
to tree care, we must use every opportunity to show
the importance of each of our programs. Any type of
activity is a chance to get the message out to the masses. And each message can influence the decision-makers directly or indirectly, even through their children
or grandchildren. I used to think that the Arbor Day
tree planting ceremony, along with a few trips to the
schools during the year, was enough to do the job, but I
have since learned it takes a year-round effort.
Many of you may already be involved in some type of this
activity, and I applaud you, but if you are not, there is no
better time to start than right now. There are many people in each of our communities looking to be the voice
of the trees. All you have to do is give them direction and
you will be amazed at what they can accomplish.

www.urban-forestry.com
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T

his issue of City Trees features
the draft agenda for the 45th
Annual SMA Conference and Trade
Show—this year, in Savannah,
Georgia—and it promises to be
another outstanding educational
opportunity for those involved in
municipal forestry.
We know budgets are tight, so we have held the line on
registration costs, using the same registration fees from
last year. If you’re thinking you can’t afford to attend
this year, think again! You can’t afford to NOT attend.
In my last column (May/June issue), I talked about the
importance of investing in you. I’m not going to repeat
myself here, but if you haven’t given serious thought
to making yourself more valuable to your employer, get
ready for unemployment.
The good news is that you can get three days of focused
education, networking, and product/services exhibits—not to mention fun—in one of the most beautiful
cities in America, at 2008 prices. The local committee in
Savannah is planning a trolley tour, hosting a bar-b-que
reception, and helping the Urban Forest Foundation
organize its first-ever fun run/walk fundraiser—all of
which will give you the chance to see Savannah’s most
famous attractions. Back by popular demand this year are
the roundtable discussions at Tuesday’s lunch, an opportunity for those in attendance to engage in conversation
on a topic of their choosing. What a great way to learn
from your peers, get questions answered, and share your
knowledge and experience.
And speaking of sharing, check out President Hartman’s
message on this page, where he discusses an excellent
idea that you can use in your community. I’m thinking
that most of you are doing something others could easily replicate. Hmmm, sounds like a new SMA feature for
City Trees or our Web site. Have you checked out the
Web site lately? You’ll notice we have begun our statewide networks; we have four up and running and are
looking for reps for each state and maybe the Canadian
provinces, too.
Okay, so there you go, you can become a municipal
liaison for your state, or coordinate a “Steal This” idea
column, or get involved in SMA in any number of ways.
Not only will you have fun, you’ll build your leadership
quotient and have something to add to your resume.
Sure beats unemployment. See you in Savannah.
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A Sense of Fulfillment
Brett O’Brien & Urban Forestry in Columbia, Missouri
Photos Courtesy Brett O’Brien, Chad Herwald, and Columbia Parks Department

Japanese zelkova (Zelkova serrata) add value and comfort to downtown Columbia.

W

hat has been your career
trajectory? Could you
have foreseen getting into
urban forestry?
Brett O’Brien: I worked an odd
assortment of jobs such as school
bus driver, migrant tree planter,
nurseryman, and automobile tire
changer/fixer before I first began
my career with the City of Columbia
Parks Department in 1985 as a seasonal park worker. I hadn’t originally
planned on sticking around any longer than I had done at my previous
vocations, but I enjoyed the nature
of municipal work and received tre-
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mendous satisfaction in beautifying
our parks and caring for our downtown trees. This sense of fulfillment
has remained with me over time as
I have moved up our organization
into my current position as natural
resources supervisor.

family visited, such as Longwood
Gardens and Fairmont Park in
Pennsylvania or Dumbarton Oaks
and Rock Creek Park in Washington
DC, inspire me to try and provide
the same happy experience today
for Columbia’s residents.

Although I’ve taken a circuitous
route into urban forestry, in retrospect it does seem inevitable it
would be my chosen path. As my
sister and I were being raised in
the metropolitan areas of the MidAtlantic States, our parents encouraged us to have an appreciation of
public gardens and urban forests.
Fond memories of the places our

What is your educational background?
BO: Although I did graduate with
a B.S. in horticulture from the
University of Missouri in 1980, a
big part of my urban forestry education I owe to practical field experience working with the men and
women in the parks department.
City Trees

This experience helped prepare and
drive me to become an ISA certified
arborist and municipal specialist in
later years.
Last February I attended the 2009
Municipal Forestry Institute, an
invaluable educational opportunity
for anyone who desires to hone
their management skills and work
toward building a better urban forest program. Our park forester and
I were both able to attend thanks
to funding from a Tree Resources
Improvement and Maintenance
(TRIM) grant from the Missouri
Department of Conservation and
the Missouri Community Forestry
Council. As more municipal foresters in Missouri seize the opportunity
made possible through the TRIM
grant to attend MFI, I predict the
quality and professionalism of urban
forestry in Missouri will be raised
throughout our state as a result.

When did Columbia first start having a dedicated urban forestry program? How has the program and
staff expanded or changed since
then?

Columbia Treekeepers are volunteers who have undertaken 36 hours of training to assist
our forestry crews in tree planting, pruning, and other park forestry projects. Since its
inception in 1996, over 8000 hours of Treekeeper volunteer time has been donated on
various projects. In this photo forester Chad Herwald shares a laugh with volunteers.

BO: An organized, urban forestry
program first took form in Columbia
in the mid 1970s, driven by the
community’s desire to revitalize the
downtown area. Two full-time horticulturist/forestry positions were
created in the parks department at
that time to manage the downtown
trees and planter beds. By the early
1990s Columbia was undergoing
unprecedented development accompanied by a stunning loss of urban
forest canopy cover. As a result,
Columbia passed a tree preservation act and land disturbance ordinance and hired a city arborist/regulations officer in the public works
department to enforce the codes.
Meanwhile, during this period the
parks department increased their
full time horticulturist/forestry
staff to 5 and divided the crews
into 2 separate work units, 2 FTE
for forestry, 3 FTE for horticulture.
Although they kept their unit identity,
horticulture and forestry were again
www.urban-forestry.com

Children from New Haven Elementary School engage in hands-on tree planting during
Columbia’s Arbor Day celebration.
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united in 2003, this time under a
new label as the natural resources
program. The purpose of this was to
integrate the responsibilities these
allied crews manage while avoiding
unnecessary duplication or overlapping of services. It also provided an
opportunity to reposition our staff
so they could manage additional
natural resources responsibilities,
such as aquatic plant management
and bottomland reforestation.
Today, the natural resources program I supervise consists of 8
full-time employees, a horticulturist who leads a crew installing and
maintaining landscaping in park
facilities and other public areas,
and a forester who leads a crew in
caring for street and park trees in
addition to managing the prairies,
trails, and riparian forests.

What are the unique pleasures
and challenges of urban forestry in
Columbia?
BO: Columbia has a unique challenge in managing large acres of
buffer land and urban riparian forest
corridors. These areas are prone
to flooding and bank destabilization, problems augmented by the
city’s rapid development. The latter has increased the amount of
impervious surface in Columbia,
contributing to stormwater runoff.
These buffer lands and forest corridors are also threatened by invasive
plant pests—most notably Callery
pear (Pyrus calleryana) hybrids—but
other major plant pests in these
areas include bush honeysuckle
(Lonicera maackii), Johnsongrass
(Sorghum halepense), and Japanese
hops (Humulus japonicus). There
is a dynamic human connection
in managing these areas as well.
Columbia citizens take a keen interest in conditions of the trees, trails,
streams, wetlands, and prairies in
their park land and will let us know
if they feel something is amiss.
Of the 17 different cultivars in the redbud collection, Cercis chinensis ‘Avondale’ is one
of the standouts. A New Zealand introduction, this multi-stemmed, vase-shaped redbud
sports vivid magenta-pink flowers.
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The unique pleasures of working
in our urban forestry program arise
from the diversity of the work we do.
City Trees

Planting trees, climbing trees, felling
trees, operating a bucket truck, trail
construction, burning prairies—it’s
all part of our crew’s normal duties.
There is quite an array of differing
projects we are involved in; especially considering the small number
of full-time employees.

What gives you extra pride when
you think about your city forestry
program?
BO: Our Arbor Day program is certainly an event to be proud of; it won
the ISA Midwest Chapter Gold Leaf
award in 2007 for Arbor Day activities. What makes our Arbor Day
celebrations special is the cooperative efforts of our department, the
Columbia school district, Asplundh
Tree Expert Company, Missouri
Department of Conservation, and
Columbia’s water and light department. Park forester Chad Herwald
developed our Arbor Day program,
centered on educating and involving students in tree planting and
tree care. Held yearly at local
schools, Columbia’s Arbor Day celebration has kept our city recognized as a tree city USA by the
National Arbor Day Foundation for
the past 12 years.

With more than 18 trail crossings over major creeks and tributaries, Columbia’s forestry
crew has become quite adept at clearing logjams from bridge abutments. However, a
particularly tricky removal occurred in 2003 when flooding along Columbia’s Bear Creek
Trail lodged this massive sycamore against a bridge.

The dedication and the talent of the
forestry staff brings me tremendous
pride as well. I see them put extra
effort and energy into the work they
do everyday. I owe them a lot of gratitude for all of their effort in doing
such a fantastic, professional job.

What are some technologies (comColumbia’s surplus military wrecker, “Shamu,” was invaluable in this and many other projputer and otherwise) you’re utilizing ects. Here it is used to drag the root mass up onto the shoreline.
and how have they helped you in
your long-range goals?
Mapper CX, equipped with ArcPad and new database information.
BO: Our park department is just 7.0.1 & Arcpad Differential. There
We dig with a tree spade in our own
now getting into using a GPS/GIS are a number of things this gadget
system for data collecting. We’ve is helping us accomplish. Gathering tree nursery using standard producbeen slightly delayed due to prob- geo-referenced tree locations and tion methods and practices, but
lems sharing the data fields with associated information in our parks we are trying some different techother departments within our city and downtown trees is a major goal, niques in this field of work too. We
and simply with the learning curve as our park and street tree inven- recently have been using a Missouri
necessary to put the system to good tory is incomplete. We can collect Gravel Bed system designed and
use. We have forged ahead, though, point, line, and polygonal shape developed by Dr. Chris Starbuck of
and the GPS unit we’re using is data information and can relate this the University of Missouri to grow
the Magellan Professional Mobile geographic information to existing bare root seedlings. This system
www.urban-forestry.com
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enables us to handle and prepare bare root trees and
seedlings for successful planting in the off-season,
when bare root plants are otherwise neither available
nor advisable to plant.
At times we’ve found that applying a different perspective to old technology can really be advantageous. For
example, a few years ago at government surplus our
department picked up an old 1957 military wrecker. Our
forester, understanding the potential possibilities of this
machine, adopted it into our fleet of forestry vehicles.
The old wrecker, nicknamed “Shamu,” has been used
in a number of critical situations, from helping clear out
massive log jams under park trail bridges to pulling tree
stumps from downtown tree grates. Still going strong
but showing its age, Shamu was recently retired and
replaced with a relatively newer 1978 military wrecker.
The new Shamu was also picked up as government surplus, at a bargain price of $15,000.

Acer rubrum ‘Frank Jr.’ PP 16769

How do you evaluate your street trees? What are your
best performers? Are you meeting diversity goals you set
for yourself?
BO: Proven solid performers for us have been such commonly known street trees as honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos var. inermis), Kentucky coffee tree (Gymnocladus
dioicus), London plane tree (Platanus x acerifolia), baldcypress (Taxodium distichum) and Zelkova. As our enthusiasm for using other old mainstays has waned—Callery
pear and green and white ash (Fraxinus), for example—
we have added to our palette of street tree selections.
Relatively new for our downtown tree list are the Canada
red chokecherry (Prunus virginiana ‘Canada Red’) and shantung maple (Acer truncatum). We also have several new
oak cultivars that I like: Forest Green oak (Quercus frainetto ‘Schmidt’), Regal Prince oak (Quercus x warei ‘Long’)
and Heritage oak (Quercus x macdanielli ‘Clemons’).
For us, evaluation of tree performance is mostly instinctual; there are so many factors in site and growing conditions to consider that we count on our experience and
best judgment to gauge their value.
We have worked toward a diversified downtown planting; we have a couple tree species right around the 8-10
% range, but everything else is a bit lower. The trick has
been adding in the new selections without creating a
hodge-podge aesthetic look to our streetscape.

What do you wish you had more time for in your job?
BO: I have interests in both our horticulture and forestry sides I wish I had more time to pursue. I think on a
policy level our park and community trees could benefit
if more time was allotted for the staff to take care of
critical maintenance needs such as structural pruning
or invasive plant removal. Park development projects,
continued page 31…
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Rich summer foliage, brilliant
fall color and an upright, broadly
pyramidal form make this new
maple a standout on the street.
Drought and heat tolerance,
improved insect resistance and
fast, balanced growth make it an
easy-care choice for cityscapes.

Wholesale Tree Growers

www.jfschmidt.com
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We’re Growing FAST

because the trees
we water do too!

Cut watering labor
by 2/3rds!
Dramatically
increase survival
rates and vigor,
even in drought!
Plant trees in
places (and at times)
you never thought
possible!

Available in 15, 25, 35 and 45 gallon
capacities, with costs ranging from
$7 to $18.

Call today to find out more!

(800)951-8123
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The Urban Forest Foundation Supports You
by Dan Lambe, Vice President, Programs, Arbor Day Foundation

H

istory teaches us that many Americans have used
challenging economic times as a springboard to
protect and expand tree-planting and conservation
efforts throughout this vast country.
We can learn from our nation’s past that tough times
provide an ideal chance to practice the spirit of Arbor
Day and add trees to the canopies of our cities and
towns. Municipal arborists are uniquely positioned to
offer leadership and professional vision as the urban
forestry community seizes this opportunity in time.
The Urban Forest Foundation (UFF) is an important vehicle to support the leadership of municipal arborists at
this key moment. Through programs like the Municipal
Forestery Institute and Arborist Exchange, the UFF is
poised to provide a base of training and dissemination
of key urban forest research and knowledge.
We know that in cities, trees serve as green infrastructure, providing immense value from a modest investment. Trees are valuable components of a city’s infrastructure that actually increase in value and service over
time. The stark reality is cutting investments in these
areas will prove to be more costly over time as communities try and play catch-up with their urban forests.
Now is the time to remind civic and national leaders
that when they go to great lengths to plant and care for
City Trees is the journal of the
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the ISA.
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community trees, it strengthens and adds value to the
entire community.
Today, we are faced with big challenges and even bigger
opportunities to plant trees, conserve energy, improve the
environment in the communities where we live, and leave
a lasting legacy for our children and grandchildren.
This is our chance to:
•

Provide health and economic benefits to
millions of Americans by strengthening and
increasing the tree canopies in our towns
and cities, and

•

Create meaningful jobs dedicated to treeplanting, tree care, and conservation that will
have a lasting impact on the environment,
generate economic value for generations to
come, and help fight global warming.

In our city centers, large and small, it will take leadership and courage to make these large steps forward.
Municipal arborists can be a driving force for this smart
investment and meaningful impact in our communities.
The UFF will help direct those leadership opportunities.
Find out more about the UFF, help build a base of training and knowledge among municipal arborists, and promote the public’s understanding of the value of urban
trees by visiting www.urban-forestry.com.
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The 45th Annual SMA Conference and Trade Show

Tools To Make Your Trees Count
October 4-7, 2009 • Hyatt Regency, Savannah Georgia
Register at: www.urban-forestry.com

Bonaventure Cemetary

SUNDAY OCTOBER 4, 2009

Pre-Conference Fun Run/Walk
8:30 am – 10:30 am
Forsyth Park • Photos by David Oettinger

SATURDAY OCTOBER 3, 2009

Pre-Conference Workshop
(Separate Registration/Fee Required)
8:00 am – 4:00 pm i-Tree v3.0 Hands-On Workshop
This workshop will combine classroom instruction, computer lab sessions, and outdoor data collection to understand how i-Tree Streets and
i-Tree Eco can be used to assess and quantify the value of trees. Learn
how to set up local projects, interpret data, make management decisions,
and lead advocacy efforts with this free tool.

Like to move it, move it? Begin your day with some exercise, see one of
Savannah’s most famous city parks, and raise money for a good cause.
Small fee for participating, larger fee for not participating!
Most Savannahians think of Forsyth Park as the green jewel of the city.
Located on the southern end of the Historic District, this picturesque park
contains some of Savannah’s most famous fountains, monuments, and
trees, including the new Forsyth Park Arboretum, showcasing Savannah’s
flourishing and diverse urban forest. It is within this setting on Sunday
morning that the very first Urban Forest Foundation Fun Run/Walk will be
held. What better way to start your stay in Savannah than with a morning
in its most famous park?
All proceeds benefit the Urban Forest Foundation. T-shirts for all who register.

Conference Agenda
SUNDAY OCTOBER 4, 2009

MONDAY OCTOBER 5, 2009

2:00 pm – 5:00 pm Savannah Urban Forestry Tour

7:00 am – 4:00 pm

Registration Open

Majestic live oaks draped with Spanish moss. Thick tree canopies reaching over centuries-old parks, squares, and boulevards. Come see why
trees are forever linked to the impression and experience of Savannah.
Join us Sunday, October 4, 2009 for a leisurely trolley tour of Savannah’s
Historic, Victorian, and Colonial districts. Spend a few hours exploring
America’s first Tree City. Along the way, you’ll enjoy beautiful architecture,
fascinating history, and real Southern hospitality. Y’all would be crazy to
miss this one!

7:00 am – 8:00 am

Breakfast with Exhibitors

7:00 am – 8:00 am

First-time Attendees Breakfast with
Organization Leaders

Dan Hartman, President, Society of Municipal Arborists

5:30 pm – 7:00 pm Reception with Exhibitors

Michael Brown, City Manager, City of Savannah
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8:00 am – 8:30 am
Welcome/Opening Comments

City Trees

8:30 am – 9:30 am
Urban Natural Resources Stewardship
Dr. James Reaves, Director, US Forest Service Southern Research
Station, Asheville, NC
The 21st Century is the first in human history where the majority of
people live in urban areas. Forest Service Research and Development
(R&D) addresses this unprecedented situation with science and technology transfer for the proper care of natural resources and advancement of
ecosystem services in urban and urbanizing landscapes. By linking environmental health with community well-being through science, R&D supports the guiding principle of urban planning to ensure sustainability, thus
improving the quality of life of more than 80 percent of America’s population living in urban areas. As the national leader for the “Urban Natural
Resources Stewardship” Growth Platform, Dr. Reaves will describe the
mission of this program area.

9:30 am – 10:00 am Break with Exhibitors
10:00 am – 10:40 am Urban Forestry, Green Collar Jobs,
and America’s Clean Energy Future
Phillip Rodbell, Program Manager, Urban and Community Forestry, USDA
Forest Service, Newtown Square, PA
Urban areas are at the heart of these initiatives designed to reduce our
dependence on foreign oil and fossil fuels while improving our quality of
life, economy, and environment. While not specifically mentioned in early
policy documents, urban forestry and the traditional green industry have
an important role to play. This presentation will make the case and provide
examples of how SMA members and partner organizations are contributing to and benefiting from these new presidential initiatives.

10:40 am – 11:20 am Innovation, Research and Tools for
Addressing the Future of Urban Forestry
Neelam Poudyal, Research Associate, Warnell School of Forestry and
Natural Resources, University of GA, Athens
Despite the great potential, the role of urban forests in carbon sequestration has been to date largely overlooked. Urban forests in the U.S. have
a great potential to sequester and store large amounts of carbon in trees
and soils. Recent research indicates that urban forests are capable of
storing at least 700 million tons of carbon, with economic value potentially
reaching several billion dollars. This session explores current research
being conducted to assess motivations of municipal governments for
supplying carbon offsets generated by urban forests.

11:20 am – noon

Carbon Sequestration – How to Make
it Work for Municipalities

Lori Brockelbank, Urban and Community Forestry Consultant, Forecon,
Inc, Falconer, NY
We know trees sequester carbon, but how do we calculate what those
numbers mean to a municipality? How can urban foresters utilize this
data to further gain support of their program? This session will provide the
insight and know-how for urban foresters to go back to their municipalities
with the next steps needed to be part of this growing field.

12:00 noon – 1:00 pm Lunch with Exhibitors
1:00 pm – 1:40 pm
Elements of Health – There is More to
Trees Than Nitrogen!
Kim Coder, PhD, Professor of Tree Biology and Health, Warnell School of
Forestry, University of GA, Athens
www.urban-forestry.com

This presentation will highlight the newest research on essential elements
in trees including concentrations, forms, and combinations/interactions.
As many people use food supplements for human health, so, too, can tree
health care providers use essential elements for tree health. Nutritional
balance is key to growth, health, and stress management. Knowing the
newest elements found to be key to tree sustainability is the center of
this talk.

1:40 pm – 2:20 pm

Using Lessons Learned to Compose
New Pest and Disease Management
Strategies

Joris Voeten, MSc, European Tree Technician, BTL Bomendienst,
Apeldoorn, The Netherlands
Our valuable urban forests face challenges from many different pests
and diseases with new threats being introduced almost every year. Dutch
elm disease has been around for many years and much can be learned
from the experiences fighting this deadly fungal disease. This presentation reviews the lessons learned from DED management. The goal is to
illustrate successes in both the practical sense and economical sense,
enabling municipal arborists to effectively evaluate potential management
approaches for their current pest and disease challenges.

2:20 pm – 3:00 pm
Laws and Regulations
Larry Hammack, CN Utility Consulting, Ormond Beach, FL
Do you make things happen or do you wait and let them happen to you?
The key is to proactively participate in the process of authoring, reviewing, and voting for these potential laws. Many proposed laws do not make
it to the final stage of approval. Other laws may change the way we think
about trees. As arborists we owe it to our profession to recognize that
laws concerning our profession need to be informed by our profession.

3:00 pm – 3:30 pm
3:30 pm – 4:15 pm

Break with Exhibitors
Managing the Conflict: Urban Trees
and Railroad Safety

Joris Voeten, MSc, European Tree Technician, BTL Bomendienst,
Apeldoorn, The Netherlands
The Netherlands is a densely populated region that relies on its rail
system as key infrastructure. Two separate companies operate the trains
and manage the tracks and right-of-way. Past budget cuts led to a backlog
of maintenance pruning and the removal of many hazardous trees. For
safety reasons, proposals were created to manage risk; the first idea was
to remove all vegetation for 30 meters. They realized this was not publicly
viable and decided on a Visual Tree Assessment method with varied
management zones. This session explains the multi-year plan that was
created to satisfy all stakeholders.

4:15 pm – 5:00 pm

Municipal Arboriculture and
Landscape Architecture–Finding
Common Ground

Darren Green, Landscape Architect and Urban Forester, City of
Alexandria, LA
Landscape architects and municipal arborists both have a strong ethic
that is rooted in a love of nature and the desire to make their communities
better places to live. They both love trees but have a completely different
view of their role in the landscape. These differences— due to educational
background, knowledge, skills, approach, management style, and work
scales—are actually complementary. By exploring these differences we
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can develop a blueprint for building a multidisciplinary team that works
together for the greater good.

Kim Coder, PhD, Professor of Tree Biology and Health, Warnell School of
Forestry, University of GA, Athens

5:30 pm – 7:00 pm

The architectural (structure, biology, and aesthetics) design of trees is
spread across several professionals impacting natural resources in cities. Understanding how to design trees in forms meeting expectations
of professionals and citizens is critical to long-lived trees and sustainable programs. Arboritecture concentrates on the three areas consistently shown to be under-examined and holding significant fault problems
among professionals. This talk will critically examine past concerns and
propose new solutions in structurally pruning young and medium aged
community trees.

Reception Savannah Style

Forrest may have said, “Life is like a box of chocolates,” but that’s because
he never ate food prepared by one of Georgia’s finest barbeque experts,
Notch 8 Barbeque! We’ll enjoy some of the South’s most mouthwatering,
slow-cooked, wood-fired BBQ. What could be finer than enjoying homemade ribs, chicken, and pulled pork under the stars in Savannah? Just
bring your appetites ... and some wet naps. Notch 8 will do the rest.

5:00 pm – 8:30 pm

Certified Arborist & Municipal
Specialist Exams

Pre-registration to sit for exam required. Contact ISA to pre-register.
TUESDAY OCTOBER 6, 2009

7:00 am – 4:00 pm
7:00 am – 8:00 am
8:00 am – 8:45 am

Registration Open
Continental Breakfast with Exhibitors
The Next Frontier–Private Property
Tree Ordinances

Ainsley Caldwell, Arboricultural Manager, City of Atlanta, GA
This presentation gives an overview of various aspects of existing private
property tree ordinances and why these ordinances have been effective.
A case study will be presented on Atlanta’s tree ordinance. In addition,
guidance will be offered on how to develop a tree ordinance for private
property trees and suggested ordinance justification and content; property
rights vs. the public good; resident, community, and legislative partnership
building; tree code enforcement; tree replacement fund assessments and
collection ideas; and tree replanting strategies.

8:45 am – 9:15 am

Street Trees Wading into the Revenue
Stream

Ralph Mize, City Arborist, City of San Jose, CA
We often learn from the experiences of others. This presentation will
examine a case study of how one city has used a deteriorating general
fund budget situation to enact significant changes in how street trees are
cared for and street tree emergencies are handled. The audience will be
introduced to the challenges that are currently being addressed and an
alternative option that will hopefully provide the necessary funding for a
progressive urban forestry program in the future. Given the tremendous
budget pressures that are being forced on cities due to the recession, this
will be a timely review of options and opportunities to consider.

9:15 am – 10:00 am

The Tree Report Card

Mike Galvin, Deputy Director, Casey Trees, Washington, DC
Report Cards are frequently used to assess the performance of environmental, medical, educational, and other programs. Deployment of a Tree
Report in a particular community would be an extremely effective tool to
make that community’s trees count. In April of 2009, Casey Trees issued
the first Tree Report Card of Washington, DC’s trees, based on the metrics
of tree extent, tree condition, tree protection, tree planting, and tree awareness. Grades were based on baseline data from other jurisdictions and
from comparison to ideal condition. The premise of the Tree Report Card is
transferable and could perform similarly in other cities across the country.

10:00 am – 10:15 am Break
10:15 am – 11:00 am Arboritecture: Building Great Trees!
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11:00 am – noon

Mapping the Future for Emerald Ash
Borer Readiness

David Sivyer, Forestry Services Manager, City of Milwaukee, WI
Ian Hanou, Senior Project Manager, AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc.
Denver, CO
This project demonstrates replicable “best practice” approaches for
urban forest pest management utilizing the most advanced geospatial technology, including high-resolution remote sensed LIDAR-Fused
Hyperspectral imagery, in conjunction with GIS analytical applications,
for improved species mapping, risk assessment, forest health monitoring,
rapid early detection, and management of serious urban forest pests
such as Emerald Ash Borer (EAB).

Noon – 1:00 pm
1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

Lunch with Table Topics
Urban Trees + Soils

James Urban, FASLA, Landscape Architect, Annapolis, MD
This session will present the sphere of alternative ideas to develop tree /
rainwater management solutions in urban areas. It will provide the most
current data on the effectiveness of these systems. Through the use of
case studies in locations across the United States, the session will present multiple ideas to achieve higher levels of ecological services in our
streets and plaza spaces.

2:00 pm – 2:30 pm

Getting Our House in Order

Jim Amerault, Information Systems Specialist, District of Columbia,
Department of Transportation, Urban Forestry Administration
District IT and field staff will demonstrate how they have implemented
their GIS street tree inventory work management system. What sprang
from a reactive, customer-initiated service request-based system has
enabled a proactive management tool that assists with planning for the
future of the District’s urban forest. The system has informed workflow
refinements and the development of standard operating procedures.

2:30 pm – 3:00 pm

GIS and the Urban Forest Data Model:
A Stratum Case Study and Beyond

Paul Graham, Urban Forester, City of Florence, AL
This presentation will dissect a case study of STRATUM data model use
within a GIS based tree inventory. This presentation will demonstrate how
GPS/GIS are used to document our forest resources and enhance the
presentation of a STRATUM analysis. We will identify and evaluate the
success of GIS as a presentation tool to decision makers.

3:00 pm – 3:15 pm
3:15 pm – 4:15 pm

Break
Stratum Data – The Knowledge to
Act: Case Studies of Using Stratum
Data for Practical Applications and
City Trees

Creating Innovative Partnerships in
the Urban Forest
Jennifer Gulik, Senior Consulting Urban Forester, Davey Resource
Group, Bowling Green, KY; Gene Hyde, Urban Forester, Chattanooga,
TN; Nick Kuhn, City Forester, Albuquerque, NM; Don Robertson, Urban
Forester, Jacksonville, FL
Learn how the data from this management and cost-benefit tool can
be shared and used to leverage action and support for municipal urban
forestry programs and make trees count. Using case studies, understand
how to use and interpret various structure, function, and value data to
gain more public support for the value of trees in support of economic
development, environmental health, and quality of life issues in the community.

4:15 pm – 4:45 pm

Using i-Tree to Advance the City
of Bowling Green’s Urban Forestry
Program

David Bienemann, Municipal Arborist, City of Bowling Green, OH
This session describes how the City of Bowling Green city arborist, after
learning about i-Tree at the 2008 SMA conference, used this tool to take
his program to a new level. An urban forest analysis was created for the
city administration and city council to quantify the value of the City’s trees.
After budget reductions in 2009, the i-Tree analysis will be used to justify
a budget increase for 2010 and future years.

4:45 pm – 5:15 pm

Putting A300 Standards to Good Use

Gordon Mann, Consulting Arborist, Auburn, CA
SMA’s ANSI 300 representative will provide an update and scope of the
ANSI A300 tree maintenance standards; provide communities examples
of how the A300 standards can support better tree care in a city, town,
county, or state; provide examples of how the A300 standards can be
used in specification writing and ordinance writing; share the direction the
A300 is going towards Construction Protection and Risk Assessment; and
answer questions about A300 use.

5:15 pm – 6:00 pm
7:00 pm – 7:30 pm

SMA Business Meeting
Reception and Silent Auction

(proceeds to benefit the Municipal Arborist Exchange program)

7:30 pm – 9:00 pm Awards Banquet
WEDNESDAY, OCT 7, 2009

7:00 am – 9:00 am
7:00 am – 8:00 am
8:00 am – 9:00 am

Registration Open
Continental Breakfast
Sustainable Urban Forest
Management Planning Using Criteria
and Indicators

Phillip van Wassenar, Chief Consulting Arborist, Urban Forest Innovations,
Inc., Ontario, Canada
This presentation examines a successful model for Strategic Urban
Forest Management planning based on the application of key criteria
and indicators. Through a case study of the Town of Oakville, Ontario, the
presentation demonstrates how municipal arborists and urban foresters
can apply Criteria and Indicators to evaluate urban forest management
www.urban-forestry.com

in their own communities—and use the same to set strategic and operational objectives to optimize management.

9:00 am – 9:45 am

Urban Forestry Meets Emergency
Management

Rachel Barker, Regional Urban Forester, Central Alabama
Regional Planning and Development Commission, Montgomery, AL
Dudley Hartel, Center Manager for Urban Forestry South, Athens GA
Learn how to interact with county and state-wide emergency managers
to engage in the emergency management process. This session explains
the process undertaken to develop a Vegetative Risk Management Plan
for Autagua County, AL. One of the end products from this project is a replicable model to indicate high potential for debris locations. Another end
product is as a GIS layer that indicates to county emergency managers
and professional urban foresters the high, moderate, and low risk zones
in the county as it relates to tree canopy and potential debris.

9:45 am – 10:00 am

Challenging Municipal ArboristsLeadership in Community Forestry

Dan Lambe, Vice President of Programs, Arbor Day Foundation, Lincoln, NE
This presentation will offer a challenge to SMA members to seize a leadership role in their communities to build healthy, sustainable community
forests by building consensus and partnerships with urban forest allies.
The Arbor Day Foundation recognizes the leadership opportunities and
role of the municipal arborist in fostering strong urban forest management
across the nation. The Foundation challenges arborists to accept their
role of helping to raise the tide of urban forestry through engaging new
and non-traditional partners in their communities.

10:00 am – 10:15 am Break
10:15 am – 11:00 am Pest and Disease Detection in Urban
Forests
Anne Buckelew Cumming, Forester, USDA Forest Service, State and
Private Forestry, Morgantown, WV
The Community Tree Inventory Pest Detection initiative (IPED) is a U.S.
Forest Service-led project with the goal of incorporating the detection and
identification of pest problems within municipal street tree inventories. This
presentation will include an overview of the Community Tree Inventory
Pest Detection initiative, feedback and experiences from selected cities
that have used the software, and information about future development of
the project. By the end of this presentation the audience will understand
how this initiative will aid urban forest resource management in three key
areas: increased pest awareness, opportunities for remedial or preventative actions, and detecting signs and symptoms of tree pest problems.

11:00 am – 11:45 am Municipal Tree Workers: Our Most
Important “Tool”
Timothy Walsh, CTSP, Manchester, NH
The presentation will focus on health and safety of municipal tree workers with an emphasis on how managers can improve the overall safety
culture by discussing risk factors, how to mitigate these risks, and ways
to increase safety and production in municipal tree work.

11:45 am – Noon

Closing Comments

by Gene Hyde, incoming SMA President
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What Is the Exchange Program?
SMA is offering an exchange program for municipal arborists located around the world. SMA and contributing sponsors will fund airfare
and basic expenses for professional exchanges within the next year,
which will take place in spring or summer of 2010. Each participant
will spend at least one week visiting and working with another city’s forestry department. An “exchange” may be “two-way,” meaning that paired
participants take turns hosting the other, or “one-way,” where a selected
participant only visits a willing host city identified and approved by SMA.

apply on-line!

What Is Required?
Participants will spend at least one full
work week with the host city’s forestry
department or arborist. Each participant will be required to write an article
for the SMA journal City Trees about
what he or she learned and experienced for the interest of the SMA
membership.

Why Sponsor an Exchange Program?

What Is the Deadline?

The purpose is to create a way for municipal arborists to exchange
urban forestry expertise, management ideas and technology through
“in-person” contact and on-site experience. What better way to find
out how other forestry practitioners operate than to spend time with
each other? We have much to learn from other programs in our own
countries and around the world, and we each have much to offer. Not
only will the program facilitate the transfer of knowledge, it will help foster
an international community of municipal arborists.

All applications must be received
by September 23, 2009.
Awardees will be notified by
December 1, 2009. The timeframe for the exchanges will be
determined by the participants,
with assistance from SMA program coordinators.

Who Can Apply?
A candidate must be a member of SMA. One can apply immediately upon joining. A candidate must be employed within the urban
forestry profession, preferably as a municipal arborist, for at least two
years. Knowledge of a second language is helpful but not essential,
although the application must be submitted in English. For a two-way
exchange, a chosen participant (or the host municipality) must be able to
provide lodging for the visiting participant (private homes are encouraged).
The willingness to host a visiting municipal arborist increases the chance of
being selected.

How Will Selections Be Made?
Two-way exchange pairings will be made by our selection committee on a “best match” basis. The number of participants will depend
on available funding. Selected participants will most likely be from cities
of similar size and climate, and speak a shared language. Ideally, each
forestry program will have or do something that the other can learn from
– a unique or exemplary program, site condition, problem, etc. The selection committee will consider if an applicant wishes to have an exchange with
someone from a preferred city, country, or region. Municipal arborists from
communities participating in the Sister City International Program that propose
an exchange with a sister city are especially encouraged to apply. One-way
exchange selections will be based on the applicant’s programmatic needs and
the potential for a viable learning experience.

Municipal Arborist
Exchange Program

Thanks to 2009 sponsors
• Davey Resource Group
• City of San Diego, CA

How Do I Apply?
Join SMA and obtain the application on-line at:
www.urban-forestry.com
Mail applications to:
Society of Municipal Arborists
c/o Douglas Still
Roger Williams Park,
Dalrymple Boathouse
1000 Elmwood Avenue
Providence, RI 02905
Or fax them to: (401) 941-5920
Applications (or any questions) can also
be sent by email to dstill@providenceri.
com. Note that due to City spam filters, you may have to send your application twice. Answers must be clearly
numbered, with none omitted, and all
application instructions followed.

The Evolution of Tree Industry Standards
by Gordon Mann, ASC A300 Committee SMA Representative

T

his is the first in a series of articles about how
municipal arborists can best incorporate the A300
standards into our communities. The standards are
for our use! As updates, revisions, and new standards
are developed, SMA members can assist by reviewing
and commenting on the proposals. Let us know what
will help you include these standards in your community management plan, ordinances, and specifications.
Please send comments and questions to Gordon at
gordon@mannandtrees.com.
Performance standards are necessary for establishing
acceptable work practices in all industries. They are used
for writing specifications, writing and interpreting laws
and ordinances, and enforcing contracts. For most of the
history of tree care, there were no industry safety or performance standards. Safety protocols were borrowed from
roofing, logging, construction, and other industries that
used similar tools or worked around trees—even if our
work processes and safety practices were not the same.
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration)
sometimes held our industry to these standards.
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Z133.1 Safety Standard for Tree Care, the first national
standard in our industry, was initiated in 1968, unanimously adopted in 1971, and published in 1972. This
document provided a clear methodology for safe work
practices. However, there was never a consistent, widely
recognized tree pruning or maintenance standard until
the ANSI A300 Pruning Standard was published in
1995. Prior to that, individual companies developed
their own practices.
For instance, the National Arborist Association (NAA),
now the Tree Care Industry Association (TCIA), created
pruning specifications for their members using Class
I, II, III and IV to describe the level of pruning to be
performed on a tree. The specifications were intended
to assist with bidding proposals for pruning and communicating a level of work to the customer. The pruning
terminology to accomplish the work included language
such as fine pruning, hazard pruning or drop-crotch
pruning, and applying wound dressing. Even though the
NAA Pruning Standard had a loyal following, there still
was not consensus or agreement within the tree care
industry on how the work should be performed.
The research of Dr. Alex Shigo and others came into
play. Shigo promoted the Compartmentalization of
www.urban-forestry.com

Decay in Trees (CODIT) model and natural target pruning as a means of determining the precise place to
make pruning cuts on branches. Subsequent research
by many others has discussed the size relationship
between the parent and subordinate stem/branches,
the amount of foliage that should be removed during a
pruning operation, and the tree response that could be
expected after completing the intended pruning work.
The collective research and science-based understanding of the physiological response of trees to work
practices led to the development of arborist and tree
worker certifications.
In 1991, industry professionals approached NAA (TCIA)
to develop tree maintenance standards according to
ANSI procedures. ANSI accredited NAA (TCIA) to develop the tree care industry standards, and the ASC A300
is the committee that develops industry consensus.
The first A300 standard developed was Pruning in 1995.
The standard set definitions for terms and methods of
work. It quickly became evident that pruning operations
are very different from most standard construction and
safety operations. Individual trees are not standard or
the same. The needs of trees vary based on the existing condition, intended use, benefits derived, and previous maintenance history.
In the years since drafting and publishing the initial A300
Pruning Standard, it has been revised twice. The A300
standards have been expanded to include Fertilization,
Supplemental Support Systems, Lightning Protection
Systems, Management of Trees during Development and
Construction, Transplanting, and Integrated Vegetation
Management. Two new areas are being reviewed: Tree
Risk Assessment and Soil Management.
A300 is a comprehensive performance standard, developed by consensus within the industry. The standards
are not written to be used as specifications; however,
A300 should be referred to when writing specifications
and ordinances. The suggested language to incorporate
A300 into specifications and contracts is, “Work shall
be performed in compliance with A300 standards and
to the following specifications.” The suggested language to incorporate A300 into ordinances is, “Work
shall be performed in compliance with A300 standards
following specifications written to accomplish the pruning objective(s).”
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Utility Arborist Association

Electric Utility Rights-of-Way in Urban Settings
by Chip Brown and Sam Quattrocchi

electric power is a necessity of modern
Reliable
life the public often takes for granted. Behind the

light we command at the flip of a switch is a tremendous
engineering accomplishment of generating stations,
transmission lines, substations and finally, distribution
lines to our homes and businesses. There are millions
of man hours of technical research and developments
that make this simple task a reality. The more than one
million miles of electric line corridors in the U.S. require
over $1 billion annually for the electric utility companies
to manage the ecosystem of trees and other vegetation
that can interrupt electric service or restrict access to
electric facilities.
Utilities have long employed foresters or other individuals with environmental and agronomic backgrounds to
manage these large-scale programs. These vegetation
management (VM) programs attempt to keep these corridors in early successional states composed of grasses, forbs, and shrubs. Not only are these plant communities made up of species that will not threaten the flow
of electricity, they help to impede the establishment of
trees, which can interfere with reliability of service.

Selective herbicide spray treatments of tree species—a year after
treatment • Photos by Chip Brown

Most towns and cities in America have such corridors
in their public space. If properly managed, these areas
can be tremendous assets not only for green space,
but also for plant and animal diversity. Since the goal
of right-of-way VM is to maintain and manage for early
successional plant communities, a habitat is created
that is often lacking in other urban green areas, which
are generally mowed grass or forest.
The best way to maintain this diversity is through the
use of modern herbicides. By utilizing selective chemistry and/or selectively applying herbicides, removal of
specific species or plants can be targeted. For example,
in an electric utility right-of-way, tree species can be
targeted for application leaving desirable shrubs and
non-woody plants. This plant biodiversity is beneficial
for many animal species such as small mammals, song
birds, amphibians, and reptiles, many of which lack
habitat niches in a town or urban community.
Effective herbicide use is the key management tool
in an overall strategy to develop these desirable habitats. Mowing promotes rapid establishment of root
suckering species, the proliferation of which can cause
energy interruptions. It also results in soil compaction
and can leave ruts that when filled with water become
mosquito breeding sites. Use of chain saws also pro-
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Two to three years later, the woody debris has broken down and
the diversity of the right-of-way is allowed to come through.

motes root suckering species and carries risk of injury
to the operator.
An extensive study site in central Pennsylvania on
Gamelands #33 was created over 55 years ago on
an electric utility right-of-way to analyze the effects of
various VM regimes. Originated by Drs. William Bramble
and Richard Byrnes and now led by Dr. Rich Yahner of
Penn State University, ongoing research on Gamelands
#33 has resulted in over 200 publications related to
evolving plant communities and their effects on various
animal populations.
City Trees

One management philosophy to originate from
Gamelands # 33 research is known as the “wire zone
– border zone” concept. It refers to the area directly
beneath the electric conductors plus 10 feet on either
side being maintained in grasses and forbs for easy
access and inspection of facilities. The edges of the
right-of-way are allowed to develop into shrub communities creating edge, which is necessary for many
species of animals. This is especially effective as
habitat for diverse animal species if the area adjacent
to the corridor is forested. The current project sponsors, First Energy Corporation, DowAgroSciences, The
Pennsylvania Game Commission, Penn State University,
and the Asplundh Tree Expert Company plan to continue
this valuable long-term study. For more information
about the Gamelands #33 research, contact Dr. Richard
Yahner at rhy@psu.edu.
Chip Brown is Forestry Manager, Allegheny Power. Sam
Quattrocchi is IVM Account Manager, Dow Agrosciences

SMA Membership Application
Application for Membership in the SMA
Please completely fill out and mail this INVOICE with payment to:
Aliesha Dennis
Member Services Specialist
International Society of Arboriculture
P.O. Box 3129
Champaign, IL 61826-3129
(217) 355-9411 ext 261, or: adennis@isa-arbor.com
Tax I.D. No: 31-1020171. Please make your check payable to:
The Society of Municipal Arborists
Be sure to check which type of membership you are applying for.
Descriptions of memberships are listed below.
Types of Memberships (check one)
❐ Corporate ($140)

❐ Professional ($75)

❐ Senior ($40)

❐ Student ($40)

List employees under the corporate membership at $25 each below.

Welcome New Members!
Name

Organization

Harvey Holt
Dwayne Neustaeter
Stephen P. Whitton
Ian McDermott
James LeMyre
Greg Howe
Andrew McKinney
Peter P. Resch
Mathew Cahill
Alicia A. Ortega
James E. Hodge
Peter S. Zogby, Jr.
Kathy Keeney
Tammy Chan
Raphael Marco Gonzalez
DelMar E. Barton
Steven Williams
Richard Cahal Thompson
Andres Jo Cabale
Gabriel J. Rosko
Janine Lester
Lester Easton
Jonathan E. Mason
Mark A. Kroeze
Gregory Flippen
Yoni Levi
Staci A. DeBolt
Michael L. Jones
Becky Thomas
Amanda Tolino

West Lafayette
Arboriculture Canada Training & Edu.
Olds
City of Surrey
Surrey
ISA UK&I Chapter
West Midlands
City of New York Dept. of Parks & Rec. Bronx
City of Fayetteville/P&R-Urban Forestry Fayetteville
City of Smyrna
Smyrna
City of Burnaby
Burnaby
Global Releaf of Michigan Inc
Ann Arbor
City of Henderson Parks & Rec
Henderson
City of Fresno
Fresno
Marietta
Paducah
City of Grand Prairie
Grand Prairie
City of Miami
Miami
City of Lima, Recreation & Forestry
Lima
San Luis Tree Svc
Templeton
Corpus Christi
City of Miami
Miami
Rainbow Treecare Scientific Adv.
Pennington
Richmond
North Vancouver
JE Mason, LLC
Atlanta
City of McAllen Recycling
McAllen
Yavapai Exterminating
Prescott
Vancouver
Yankeetown
City of St Albert
St Albert
Mazon
Wilmington

www.urban-forestry.com

City

______________________________________________________________________
State

IN
AB
BC
UK
NY
AR
GA
BC
MI
NV
CA
GA
KY
TX
FL
OH
CA
TX
FL
NJ
VA
BC
GA
TX
AZ
BC
FL
AB
IL
DE

______________________________________________________________________

Descriptions of Memberships
Professional – Persons actively engaged in municipal arboriculture or in related fields
such as: city forester, city arborist, shade tree commissioner, tree warden, or any persons officially in charge of city street or park tree planting and management, or their
assistants. Also, county, state, or federal employees who are charged with responsibility of assisting municipalities with arboriculture needs. Non-commercial people in
fields related to arboriculture, such as: landscape architects, scientists, and managers
of arboretums can apply. Annual dues are $75.00.
Senior – This subcategory of Professional membership includes retired municipal
arborists. Annual dues are $40.00.
Student – This subcategory of Professional membership includes full-time students of
a college or horticultural school, enrolled in arboriculture. Annual dues: $40.00.
Corporate – Membership for commercial companies representing products and services of the arboriculture field. Corporate members are entitled to one voting member,
and employees of the company are entitled to discount non-voting memberships at
$25 a year. Annual dues are $140.00.
Your Name: __________________________________________________________
City or Company: ______________________________________________________
Office Address: ________________________________________ Zip + 4 __________
Home Address if preferred: ______________________________ Zip + 4 __________
Phone: (

) ______________________FAX: (

) _______________________

E-mail: ______________________________ City Population: __________________
Job title, or if student, your major:_________________________________________
Please make your check payable to: “The Society of Municipal Arborists”
I, the undersigned, wish to apply for membership in the Society of Municipal Arborists. I
agree to observe all the rules of the Society and to participate as I am able in furthering its
objectives.
Applicant’s Signature
________________________________________________________ Date __________
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Giving Arbor Day a Second Chance
by Bruce Webster, Senior Urban Forester, Tennessee

S

ome folks snicker at Arbor Day. They make jokes
about it. They think of it as a Charlie Brown type
of day. But Arbor Day deserves a second look for the
timelessness it provides. This is especially true as we
consider the state of the USA in 2009.
First, we’re all crazy driven by technology. We have cell
phones that can do way more than the comic strip character Dick Tracy’s wrist radio could ever imagine. We get
emails that inundate us. We send a text message, an
email, and expect communication to have occurred, but
don’t count on it. It’s been reported that 50% of emails
are misunderstood. Of course they are. There’s no body
language, no vocal intonation.
So let us reconsider Arbor Day, the simple act of planting a tree. Doing this gives us a chance to disconnect
electronically, to slow down, and to reconnect to the
earth. It’s a chance to get a little dirty, but perhaps more
importantly, a chance to repair the psyche that gets battered daily and bring us back to our connection to the
soil, and plants, and trees.
Second, we see and hear many things that divide us.
Conservative ideas, liberal ideas inundate us with conflicting messages, with each side blaming the other for
the problems we see today. Both sides try to out shout
the other, thinking that they have to be loudest to be
heard. Adding to the din and confusion is the idea that
compromise is defeat.
So let us reconsider Arbor Day, the simple act of planting a tree. Because, you know what, I have yet to meet
someone who doesn’t like trees. We can find common
ground, and trees just might be part of the solution.
Third, and lastly, we’re all battered by bad economic Reconsider Arbor Day, and not just for kids! Photo by Brett O’Brien
news, and the media folks and business and govern- future, because trees are long lived, often outliving us.
ment leaders tell us it’s going to get worse. We’re wor- It connects us through time to the past, as we observe
ried about our jobs, if we still have them. We’re worried
and admire mature trees of today that may have been
about the future of the economy and how it’s going to
planted during the Great Depression or during WW II.
affect our country and our future wellbeing. These and
And using that connection, it gives us faith in the future
many more concerns are legitimate worries.
by saying this tree, this one tree that I plant here today,
So let us reconsider Arbor Day, the simple act of planting represents an act of faith that tomorrow will be better,
a tree. It gives us a chance to take a break from all the because it will be filled with majestic trees.
bad news. It will get us out in the yard, away from the TV,
away from the cell phone, away from the mad pace we Presented by Bruce Webster at Tennessee State Arbor Day
pursue, and slow us down for a little while. Planting a Celebration, Avoca Elementary School, Bristol, TN, Friday,
tree gives us a chance to think optimistically about the March 6, 2009
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Congrats, John McNeil!

Oregon State Announces New Online
Urban Forestry College Course
Oregon State University will offer an online Urban Forestry
course beginning in the Fall of 2009 through its awardwinning Extended Campus (Ecampus) program. The new
course is the result of a partnership between the Oregon
Department of Forestry and Oregon State University, with
financial support from the USDA Forest Service. The new 3
credit course is cross-listed as FOR 350 / HORT 350, and
is available for college credit in the College of Forestry and
the Department of Horticulture, or as a non-credit course.
The OSU Urban Forestry course is an introductory level
course covering a variety of urban forestry topics and
issues. As an online course, it is suitable not only for college students, but also for people new to urban forestry
or working in allied professions, even outside of Oregon.
This course would be valuable to people wanting to learn
more about urban forestry, or to professionals moving into
the urban forestry field from other related fields such as
forestry, horticulture, or city and regional planning. A sample course syllabus is available on the Ecampus page at
http://ecampus.oregonstate.edu. Ecampus course tuition
is the same price for Oregon residents, non-residents, and
international students. Enrollment opens on June 4, 2009
and Fall Quarter begins on September 28, 2009. Class
size will be limited. The course will also be offered during
Winter Quarter 2010. For additional details, contact Paul
Ries at paul.ries@oregonstate.edu or (503) 945-7391.

John McNeil (left) receives the Forester of the Year Award
from President of the Ontario Professional Foresters
Association Carl Corbett, R.P.F., at OPFA’s Annual General
Meeting, April 23, 2009 in Sudbury, Ontario.

SMA Board Member John McNeil of Oakville,
Ontario was recently chosen one of two Foresters
of the Year by the Ontario Professional Foresters
Association. John was honored for his work on
the Oakville Urban Forest Strategic Management
Plan (2008-2027), his participation in the UFORE
project in 2005, and for his City’s Forest Capital
status in 2007. We are proud that OPFA chose to
recognize achievements in urban forestry with this
year’s award, and we congratulate John McNeil!
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Dig ging into i-Tree
with Scott Maco, Urban Forester, The Davey Institute

“Digging into i-Tree” is meant to
be an ongoing forum for Scott
Maco to field questions from SMA
members about the i-Tree suite of
tools. Please send general questions you would like answered in
this column to digging@itreetools.org.

Note: Questions submitted to the above
address will not be answered personally,
and not all questions can be addressed in
the column. Technical i-Tree support is available by visiting www.itreetools.org/support.

Community forests are increasingly under
threat from invasive pests. How can the iTree tools be used to help my community
deal with potentially destructive pests?
Not only are urban forests increasingly under
threat from known invasive pests, urban areas
are also known to be a common entry point
for new introductions of exotic pests. Dealing
with this issue is not trivial, as millions of dollars in structural value may be at stake, not
to mention the social and economic costs of
lost canopy to the community. Managing the
problem of invasive pests takes a multifaceted
approach in any city, and urban foresters are
increasingly finding i-Tree to be one tool in their
arsenal as they prepare to deal with the problem.
Simply, i-Tree can help you understand where your
vulnerabilities lie for known pests, and, using the
new pest detection protocol, identify and discover
potential threats.
Understanding your capacity for loss and its
associated costs is critical to gaining support
and having the necessary information to make
strategic decisions when managing for such pests
as emerald ash borer (EAB) or Asian long-horned
beetle. Whether you are an i-Tree Eco or Streets
user, you have access to reports that estimate the
number and structural distribution of every tree species in the resource. These data not only allow you
to understand how many ash, for example, you have
in your city, but size data can be used to understand
the relative costs and benefits associated with different management options. Further, the data are used
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Milwaukee’s i-Tree Eco Analysis demonstrated its vulnerability to
EAB. Out of an estimated 3.4 million trees, 573,000 are susceptible ash species.

in i-Tree to calculate both the structural value of the
trees—that is, their replacement cost—and the annual
environmental services these trees produce. All is valuable information for making the most cost-effective
decisions to managing potential loss.
A case in point is the City of Milwaukee, which was able
to use its i-Tree Eco (UFORE) analysis to help assess
risk and management options for EAB. The analysis
showed that ash trees were approximately 15% of the
city-wide tree population and represented $220 million
in structural value. Quite a sum to lose to a little beetle!
Moreover, without these ash, hundreds of thousands
of dollars in annual energy savings, carbon sequestration, and air pollution reductions would be foregone.
Realizing that these trees represent a capital asset with
real community value, wholesale loss or removal was
not an option. Milwaukee’s i-Tree reports have helped
it to weigh the costs and benefits of treatment vs.
removal that included benefits and structural values as
part of the equation. The City’s final EAB management
decisions included preserving annual benefits through a
planned, slow succession of removal and replacement
plantings, prolonged through selective treatment—
including over 30,000 street trees.
Now, known problems are one thing, but what about
looming threats that are yet to be discovered? As a matCity Trees

i-Tree Streets users can use
the new pest detection
protocol for assessing presence of pest and disease.

ter of routine, good urban forestry programs complete
and update tree inventories. But time and time again,
pest invasions are overlooked because pest detection
data collection has simply not been part of the typical inventory process. And even if detailed data were
collected, there have been no widely available tools in
place for aggregating pest inventory data into a meaningful form that allows communities to diagnose signs
and symptoms or detect suspect trends. With i-Tree
v3.0, this gap in urban forestry management tools is
beginning to be met.
Still in beta form, the new pest detection option in
Streets makes use of a newly developed, uniform, and
systematic protocol for assessing signs and symptoms
to help with early detection of pests and diseases.
Following the protocol requires completing approximately 15 data fields for each tree, including checking the
trunk, branches, and foliage for signs of stress, damage, or abnormal growth. This option can be used alone
or with a larger inventory effort. While initially limited
to Streets, the pest protocol is being field tested and
refined to extend the option to Eco analysis too. Robust
reporting features for diagnoses, identifying trends, and
linkages to the National Plant Diagnoses Network are in
the works to better help urban forest managers to not
only collect data, but answer the fundamental question:
what do I do now? For detailed information, refer to the
Inventory Pest Early Detection (IPED) Protocol by clicking
on the Resources link from www.itreetools.org.
i-Tree is in the public domain and is freely accessible by visiting www.itreetools.org.
www.urban-forestry.com
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Pruning Cycles

Participants were asked: How did you establish your pruning cycle? What was the
rationale? What factors specific to your region did you have to take into account?

Tree species affects the type, frequency, and timing of pruning. Pin oaks (Quercus palustris) tend to become crowded with dead or
unproductive branches and benefit from thinning. Photo by Brett O’Brien

used to ask me, “When is the best time
People
to prune the City’s trees?” My immediate response
was, “When we have the money.” In most cities, there
is more work to do than there is money or time to complete. There are a couple of cities in California where
the staff has received support for a consistent four-year
cycle whereby one-quarter of the City’s trees would be
pruned each year. I have never been that fortunate.

The timing of pruning for some tree species has to take
into account how that timing will affect the occurrence
of pests and diseases. For example, elms shouldn’t
be pruned when the elm bark beetles are flying. In Bay
Area California, Monterey pines shouldn’t be pruned
when the red turpentine and Ips bark beetles are active.
Pruning wounds attract these insects.
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The most efficient method of pruning is “block pruning,”
where we prune a pre-determined area, minimize travel
and notification time, and educate the public about our
tree management program as we go. Determining the
cycle time is the challenge.
The cycle time varies by species and situation. In
Redwood City, our downtown evergreen ash and Bradford
pear trees were planted within 10 feet of two-story buildings. They required a 30-month or fewer pruning cycle to
keep the trees from rubbing buildings and neon signs.
Other neighborhoods had large Modesto ash, camphor,
sweetgum, and sycamore that were on much longer
cycles, as long as 10+ years, depending on budget.
In developing a pruning cycle, include an inventory to
understand how many and what types and sizes of
City Trees

trees have to be maintained, set a specification for
how the work will be performed, and predict how long it
should take to prune each tree. From that information,
determine how much time each cycle will take. Then,
either request the necessary budget to perform the
work or divide the hourly rate by the available budget
to ascertain the number of hours funded and therefore,
the number of trees that can be pruned. In either outcome, you will have developed a base pruning cycle.
Time should be planned in the urban forest management scheme for storm damage, citizen requests, and
special projects that will pull crews away from scheduled pruning work.
—Gordon Mann, Mann Made Resources Consulting
Arborists, Auburn, CA

the community forester for the City of Hayden,
AsIdaho,
establishing the pruning cycle was very easy;
there is none. The abutting property owner is responsible for all street tree maintenance. Hayden’s community
forest is in the development and planning stages, with
Council recently adopting a long-term management plan.
The City’s goal is to develop and implement a street
tree planting and maintenance program. Implementing
the program will be difficult, since current city tax levies
do not cover city operating expenses.

During my tenure as the urban forester for Chico,
California, the pruning cycles were based upon specific
tasks to be done, such as sign and signal clearance
trimming, street light clearance trimming, young tree
formative pruning, palm tree pruning, downtown pruning, and roadway clearance pruning. Service request
pruning, winter storm damage, and summer limb drops
were always factored into the equation.
In Chico, money budgeted for street tree maintenance
was not adequate for cycled pruning. In 1999, staff
developed a five-year management plan for maintenance street tree budgeting and staffing using information from the street tree inventory. In the analysis, staff
noted that pruning cycles of two to three years were
not sustainable financially. Pruning cycles beyond six
to seven years yielded a diminishing return. The “sweet
spot” for a pruning cycle was four to six years. Staffing
and equipment projections needed to establish a sixyear cycle were included in the report.
Like most cities, there was not enough money to go
around. Our task was to be as effective as possible in
the tasks at hand with limited staff. Efficiency and effectiveness are two different concepts. You can be very
efficient, yet very ineffective. When money for additional
staff was available, the urban forest program faired better than other programs because of our effectiveness.
The pruning cycle was based upon public safety needs.
Sign and signal clearance pruning was done every year.
www.urban-forestry.com

Street light clearance trimming was done every other
year, unless the street light was associated with a traffic signal. Roadway clearance pruning was done on a
six-to seven-year schedule. Palm tree trimming was
done every three to four years. Downtown clearance
pruning was done every year. Young tree formative pruning was done two years after planting by the Chico Tree
Education and Enhancement (CTrEE) program, with a
follow-up pruning by staff five years later.
To keep crews focused on pruning, certain maintenance
activities were contracted out, primarily tree removals,
stump grinding, and pest control. This eliminated the
capital equipment, licensing, and training costs associated with these activities.
Mark Twain once said there are three kinds of lies: lies,
damned lies, and statistics. Statistically, every tree
in Chico was trimmed about every nineteen years. In
reality, that was not the case. The pruning cycle was
skewed by the trees serviced every year to address
public safety needs.
The two major factors affecting pruning cycles were
annexations and growth. At one time, Chico had more
unincorporated county territory within its city limits than
any other city in the United States. As these county pockets were incorporated into the city, old, over-mature, and
neglected street trees were added to the inventory of
existing city street trees. Rapid, new development also
added additional young trees to the inventory. Neither
addition added any new staff. If possible, I suggest
advocating for additional incremental staffing levels as
new areas are annexed into the city and/or new trees
are added through the development process.
Throughout the late 1990s and into the 2000s, the
State of California repeatedly shifted state costs onto
local agencies. It was not uncommon to report to work
on the news that the city lost one to two million dollars
in General Fund revenue to the state, and budget cuts
of five to ten percent were mandatory. Because our
pruning cycles focused on public safety maintenance
activities, urban forest maintenance activities were
somewhat insulated from significant budget cuts. The
money set aside for contractual work could be chipped
away at if needed, leaving the trimming crew money
largely intact.
In this time of economic uncertainties, the key is to
be flexible. You may need to rethink operations. And
most of all, my recommendation is to be effective in
what you do.
—Chris Boza, Community Forester, City of Hayden, Idaho

the City of Surrey, we have two different pruning
Incycles,
one for our street trees and one for our park

trees. Both cycles are based on the rationale that the
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19, and every 10 years thereafter. We find the street
tree pruning cycle is adequate and ensures an inventory
that is reasonably structurally sound, acceptable to the
engineering department in terms of sightlines and clearances, and meets the needs of adjoining neighbours.
The park tree pruning cycle is generally inadequate.
Although we can usually establish a sound structure, we
are often removing too much of the canopy and leaving
larger than ideal wounds.
In terms of factors specific to our region, it would be
ideal to take into account presence/absence of pathogens, such as fungal spores, to reduce risk of the effects
of attack or infection. In light of all the other challenges
associated with large-scale tree maintenance management programs, we are not able to tune our delivery to
consider such factors.
One factor we do take into account in our pruning
cycle, not necessarily specific to our region, is how to
respond to the needs of our clients or civic leaders. For
instance, we do schedule inspections of our high-profile
streets and civic centres twice per year to ensure the
trees at these sites are in prime condition, pruning any
dying or dead branches as necessary. Or, if a disease
is prevalent on any given street, we may respond to client requests and conduct a mid-cycle pruning to remove
affected branches.
—Greg Ward, Manager, Urban Forestry and
Environmental Programs, City of Surrey, British Columbia

total urban forest in Winnipeg consists of an
The
estimated 2.7 million trees on both private and pub-

Pruning from the ground in Winnipeg, Manitoba • Photo by
Karen Asmundson

best practice is to ensure sound tree structure. This
requires having a cycle that has a shorter cycle in the
early life of the tree (young tree training) and longer
cycle in the later life of the tree (mature tree pruning).
The advantage of shorter cycle, early life pruning pays
dividends when the tree is more mature, as there are
simply fewer issues to contend with such as poor structure, low branching, etc.
The second rationale considered in Surrey is the
amount of available funding. Our street tree pruning
program has a shorter cycle than our park tree program
due to a bigger budget. The street tree pruning cycle
is as follows: trees are pruned in years 3, 6, 9, 14,
19, and every 5 years thereafter. The park tree pruning
cycle is as follows: trees are pruned in years 4, 8, 12,
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lic properties. Our urban forestry branch is responsible
for the maintenance of approximately 250,000 planted
trees on boulevard and park property. These numbers
are estimates at best because we do not have a tree
inventory. This fact has made the establishment of a
pruning cycle even more challenging because we really
do not have an accurate picture of what we manage.
We are now in the process of creating an inventory of
boulevard and park trees in Winnipeg.
Currently we have an averaged 1:12-year pruning cycle.
Our target is an averaged 1:8-year cycle. During the
90s and early 2000s, budgetary and service level
changes caused both service levels and the urban
forest to decline. This decline led to increasingly poor
customer service but more importantly, more unsafe
trees in Winnipeg’s neighbourhoods. During this period,
we shifted from years of systematic block pruning by
in-house and contractor crews to minimal block pruning
by contractors only, leaving in-house crews to respond
to what developed into an average of about 7,000 customer complaints per year—the second highest level
of complaints in our public works department. It got to
the point where we could not address or complete the
City Trees

service complaints coming in, resulting in an increasing
backlog that would take a minimum of five years to get
to. Essentially, low-priority pruning requests (general
maintenance pruning) received the response, “work
cannot be done due to lack of resources.”
Through the perseverance of our previous city forester
and support from senior management, reports and presentations were made to Council outlining the declining
state of the urban forest and the reduction in service
levels, the consequences, and the funds needed to
improve the situation. It is important to note that our
Mayor and Council generally recognize the value of the
urban forest to our quality of life and that Winnipeg
has strong citizen action in this regard too. In 2007,
Council approved additional funding for systematic
pruning. This budget increase allowed us to shift the
pruning cycle from 1:35 years in 2003 to the current
1:12 years. Of course, the challenge is always present as we need to hold on to current funding amidst
continuous rounds of budget reductions. We still need
more funding to get to 1:8 years, and we have to meet
the targets operationally.
Our target of an averaged 1:8-year pruning cycle is
based on research of other urban forestry programs in
Canadian cities of similar size and growing conditions
to Winnipeg. This review confirmed that 1:8-years is an
overall standard. The cycle is averaged due to the range
of tree sizes that occur in the urban forest—small trees
in our climate generally require 3 to 5 years, medium
trees 5 to 10 years, and large trees 10 to 12 years.
Another important consideration for our pruning program
is our Dutch elm disease management program which
is governed by the Manitoba DED Act and Regulations.
Elm pruning is banned from April 1 to July 31.
—Martha Barwinsky, City Forester, Winnipeg, Manitoba

City of Milwaukee has a rich urban forestry
The
heritage that dates back to 1918 when the first city

forester was appointed. By 1925, the forestry bureau
had grown to include 50 tree trimmer positions. Since
its inception, Milwaukee forestry has pruned the City’s
street trees primarily from rope and saddle. While it
is unknown to current staff when the City may have
formally adopted a cyclical pruning program, given the
even-aged monoculture of American elm (Ulmus americana) trees that formerly graced Milwaukee’s streets, it
is likely that cyclical pruning was simply an expansion
from block or street based pruning to current quartersection (160-acre)-based scheduling. Photographs from
the 1940s show multiple climbers pruning large elms
on a block-by-block basis. However, the arrival of Dutch
elm disease in Milwaukee in 1956 forced a 20-year
partial hiatus in cyclical pruning with most forestry
resources reallocated to the removal of tens of thousands of American elm trees.
www.urban-forestry.com

Milwaukee’s current pruning cycle is rooted in numerous academic and consultant studies based on tree
population parameters (quantity, size and species distributions, growth projections, and tree value), cost benefit analyses, and resource capabilities. An economic
evaluation of Milwaukee’s pruning cycle conducted by
Miller and Sylvester in 1981 (Journal of Arboriculture 7
(4): April 1981) established an optimum pruning cycle
of five years, using marginal cost and return analysis
on loss in tree value versus pruning cost savings from
longer cycles. This study found a significant correlation
between condition class and the number of years since
pruning, with years since pruning accounting for 89.8%
of the variation in condition class.
A subsequent study completed by Churack, Miller,
Ottman and Koval (Journal of Arboriculture 20 (4): July
1994) analyzed pruning (rope and saddle), wood stack
time (waste wood stacked at curb for later chipping),
and wood waste yield from four different species over
seven 2” diameter classes (4 -16” diameter range).
The four species studied included Norway maple, green
ash, honeylocust, and littleleaf linden. Regression
analysis was used for each species to determine the
relationship between pruning time versus diameter,
waste wood stack time versus diameter, waste wood
yield versus diameter, and average annual diameter
growth versus diameter.
While significant differences were noted among species beyond 8” diameter (116 minutes average pruning
time for 16” honeylocust versus 64 and 85 minutes,
respectively, for Norway maple and green ash), this
study found a 6-minute increase in average pruning
time for all species for each 1” increase in diameter.
Similarly, increases in waste wood stack time and wood
waste yield accompanied an increase in tree diameter,
with honeylocust accounting for the largest increase.
For all species combined, approximately 3 lbs. of waste
wood was removed for every minute spent pruning. A
20.5-lb. increase in waste wood for each 1” diameter
increase was calculated for all species combined. The
study also projected population growth for 100 years
through computer simulation, which predicted average
diameter increases through the first 65 years, followed
by a decline to year 85, where the population stabilizes.
Anticipated mean diameter increases are useful for
forecasting long-term pruning (and other maintenance
costs) and staffing levels. This timed pruning study
also provided a measurable performance standard for
evaluating the pruning proficiency of new urban forestry
specialists trained by the forestry division.
Between 1982 and 1993, Milwaukee’s 5-year pruning
cycle drifted to 6 years due to a 2” increase in mean
diameter, integration of natural target pruning methods,
and the loss of 35 arborist positions between 1975
and 1993. The loss of personnel over this time period
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In Columbia, Missouri, most pruning needs in larger trees are a result of either storm damage, structural defect, or some negative abiotic influence such as construction damage. Removing hazardous deadwood from this oak was a high priority because of significant
foot traffic under the tree. Photo by Brett O’Brien

and accompanying maintenance challenges prompted a
comprehensive management and operations review of
the bureau of forestry in 1993. The consultant who completed this review utilized information from the two referenced studies in conjunction with increasing out-of-cycle
pruning needs to contrast various pruning cycle options.
Scenarios analyzed included straight 5- and 6-year
pruning cycles, as well as two-staged 3/6- and 4/8year pruning cycles. Two-staged pruning cycles address
the disproportionate pruning frequencies accompanying more rapidly growing trees in the 10-14” diameter
range, which comprised the bulk of Milwaukee’s pruning
requests. In this analysis, two- staged pruning cycles
pruned trees less than 14” diameter at twice the frequency of trees larger than 14” diameter. The study
concluded that a two-stage, 3/6-year pruning cycle best
met the needs of Milwaukee’s street tree population,
based on population characteristics and a projected
50% reduction in out-of-cycle pruning requests.
In 1994, Milwaukee transitioned from a straight 6-year
pruning cycle to a 3/6 pruning cycle. During the first full
cycle (6 years), heavy biomass accumulation resulting
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from the previous 6-year cycle made for a challenging
conversion to a 3/6 pruning cycle. However, during subsequent cycles the 3-6 pruning cycle proved to be highly
efficient and effective and resulted in a sharp decline
in out-of-cycle pruning requests. Out-of-cycle pruning
requests declined because crews were in each quarter
section every 3 years and could attend to incidental
maintenance needs of larger trees mid-cycle (year 3)
to remove any dead or obstructing branches that would
have otherwise generated a service request.
Unfortunately, budget reductions in 2004 funded
Milwaukee’s cyclical pruning program at a straight 5-year
cycle, which predictably has grown beyond 6 years due
to increased mean diameter growth in the street tree
population and a 100% increase in out-of cycle pruning
requests. The severe economic challenges accompanying the 2008-09 recession will require highly creative
strategies for financing pruning and maintenance of our
nation’s municipal forests.
—David Sivyer, Forestry Services Manager, City of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
City Trees

…continued from pg. 10

The forestry crew uses controlled burns,
mowing, and other management techniques to encourage prairie plants such
as the blazing star (Liatris pycnostachya)
and Indian grass (Sorghastrum nutans)
shown here in Columbia’s Grindstone
Nature Area.

New Haven Elementary children learn aspects of tree care on Arbor Day such as this lesson on “Tools of the Trade.”

In 2008 Flat Branch Park was awarded the Gold Leaf Award for landscaping and tree planting projects from the Midwestern Chapter
of the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA). The park was chosen for this award because of its focus on environmental issues such
as stormwater runoff, water quality, and streamway protection while at the same time beautifying and restoring a blighted urban area.

www.urban-forestry.com
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Columbia, Missouri
Quick Facts
Human population: 94,500
Total park/green space
acreage: 2,853
Street/Park Tree population:
Inventory underway
UF Budget: $337,950
UF Staff FTEs: 4

This 8-acre riparian restoration project in fall of 2006 demonstrates the value partnerships
bring to Columbia’s forestry program. More than 360 three-gallon trees were provided
by the nonprofit organization Show-Me Clean Streams as part of a cost-share program.
Nearly 25 Treekeepers came out to plant these trees.

Solid all the way through, this 5-feet-DBH,
80-feet-tall giant with a 12-feet-wide root
mass weighed over 40 tons.

tree planting, or hazardous tree
removals are all high profile needs
that shift important maintenance
work down the priority list.

Anything else you wish to share?
BO: Our most significant advances
have been made when we broaden
our municipal tree planting and tree
maintenance program to include
partnerships with non-profit organizations, national and local businesses,
volunteer groups, and other government agencies. We have put at lot
of energy into building an extremely
successful volunteer Treekeeper
program. Columbia’s Treekeeper
program has rewarded us with the
ability to apply many hands to intensive forestry tasks and connect our
citizenry in managing our urban forests and nature area. A beneficial
component of these various partnerships has been the support it has
generated for our forestry program,
a crucial need in these tough economic times.
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This redbud collection (Cercis) in Columbia’s 116-acre Stephens Lake Park is one of several tree collections including nut trees, conifers, maples (Acer) and oaks (Quercus).

An additional 3 inches of rain on April 30th, 2009 pushed the already swollen Hinkson
Creek out of its banks into the riparian woods and park land managed by the Columbia
Parks Department. Although floods are a headache, these riparian stream corridors and
buffer lands are extremely valuable in protecting the Columbia community from greater
financial and infrastructure losses in storm events.
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Nick Kuhn
Nick Kuhn is city forester
(mostly “urban forestry lobbyist,” he says) of Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Prior to that
he worked as city forester
of McMinnville, Tennesse
and area forester in southwest Arkansas. He is an ISA
Municipal Specialist and a graduate of the
Municipal Forestry Institute.
Congrats on being voted to the board! What aspects of
this new role are you looking forward to?
Nick Kuhn: Since my first SMA conference in Lansing,
Michigan, I was impressed with everyone’s engagement
and friendliness. My current job provides the time and
opportunity to participate as a board member, so when
the offer was made and I was voted in, it seemed good
timing. I like to help and I usually do better when given
a specific job. As a board member, I get to work with
everyone and focus on certain projects, learn more and
have a bit of fun.

Tell us about your background and where you’re at now.
NK: Growing up on the north side of Chicago and working
in factories was my life, but I always loved camping, hiking, and fishing. Then in spring of 1991, I met someone
who said it could be my job to walk around in the woods.
Within six months I had taken my GED, registered for
freshman college classes at Southern Illinois University
and moved to Carbondale, Illinois to become a timber
beast. I met many new people including friends I still
have today and my future wife, Lin. I was in school for
about two-and-a-half years and followed Lin to Ruidoso,
New Mexico to work at the Lincoln National Forest in the
Smokey Bear Ranger District.

area was full of tree nurseries so I had access to just
about any species, it rained a lot (something I miss
now), and almost everyone was glad for the citywide
improvements. While the city administrator and I worked
together, the urban forest flourished. When that colleague left, I considered moving back to the Southwest;
the Albuquerque city forester position became available,
another “first forester” position.
I like this place and I have a very different job than I
expected. I am really an urban forestry lobbyist more
than a city forester. The potential for this job is what
keeps me here. I have learned more about sustainability, climate change, and green building practices than I
ever expected to know. I advise all city departments and
contractors on these matters and look at all of this as
a challenge, so I keep moving forward.
Albuquerque has a lot of potential. The Parks Department
has a long proud history of managing their trees including The Bosque, which is over 4000 acres of cottonwood
forest along the Rio Grande right through the center of
town. We are a STRATUM Reference City, and we have a
mayor who supports trees openly. Albuquerque has all
the benefits of a big city, but we don’t feel crowded.

What do you like to do when you’re off-duty?
NK: Lately we have been searching for a house—not as
easy as everyone thinks—but mostly I go home and spend
time with my children Kira, 5, and Foster, 3. We hike in the
mountains or the desert; they are learning to bike ride so
I can stop dragging them in a carrier behind my bike, and
I take them to the local arboretum and zoo.

Lin and I moved to Northern California to work for
DAVEY and PG&E counting trees, including gigantic redwoods—great job with good people with lots of travel!
Then I went back to finish school, which was completely
different for me the second time around. After graduation, I went to work for the State of Arkansas as an area
forester, where I was introduced to urban forestry when
they wanted area foresters to assist local communities.
Soon, I preferred that over timber and fire because
oftentimes, people cared more about that one tree in
their yard than they did about the 100 acres of trees
their family left them.
I moved to McMinnville, Tennessee to be their first city
forester and created a new city department. The local
www.urban-forestry.com

Nick Kuhn wears many hats as Albuquerque’s city forester.
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New Energy and Ideas from Cheyenne:
An SMA Arborist Exchange from Slovenia to Wyoming
by Lena Marion, Department Head, TISA d.o.o. Professional Arborists, Ljubljana, Slovenia

The tree house, part of Cheyenne’s Lions Park Urban Forestry
Interpretive Center, has several decks to provide a bird’s-eye view
of life in the urban forest.
Dr. Lena Marion visits with Fort Collins City Forester Tim Buchanan
under a bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa) tree.

A

fter hosting Lisa Olson for a week in Ljubljana,
Slovenia, I knew that I would have a great time with
her when I visited her in Cheyenne, Wyoming. Lisa is
very special person with a lot of positive energy. She
raised three children while building a successful arboricultural career. She is an ISA certified arborist, director
of urban forestry for the City of Cheyenne, a member of
the city tree board and a member of ISA Rocky Mountain
Chapter. Lisa is a graduate of North Dakota State
University. She taught horticulture and arboriculture at
NDSU’s School of Forestry in Bottineau before moving
to Cheyenne.
Arborists know that the best tree for the future is a
young and healthy tree. In the same manner, Lisa is
aware that education needs to be planted in young
minds. That’s why she is putting a lot of effort into
education of children through diverse tree walks and
an interesting nature center and tree house, which
are parts of Cheyenne’s Lions Park Urban Forestry
Interpretive Center. The tree house and nature center
are connected by a sidewalk imprinted with urban animal tracks and plaques with descriptions of the animals. The tree house has decks from 4 to 20 feet (1.2
to 6.1 m) high. On the lower level you can learn about
tree roots; other levels describe the purpose of the
trunk, branches, or crown of a tree, with an emphasis
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on the tree’s part in the life of urban mammals, birds,
and insects. The nature center has visual and hands-on
displays for people of all ages and learning styles.
In her 23-year career as arborist in Cheyenne, Lisa has
overseen the planting of thousands of trees. The City’s
trees are very well maintained and reflect the clear
vision and talents of the city arborist. Severe drought
over the last ten years has called for conservation
measures in watering practices within Cheyenne. The
urban forestry division wanted to do its part and uses
recycled water for trees in non-irrigated zones, including
water from swimming pools that are drained in the fall.
The drought has impacted the work schedule such that
the staff’s most time-consuming activity throughout the
year is irrigation.
Lisa arranged meetings for me with many experienced
arborists. In Fort Collins, Colorado, I met city forester
Tim Buchanan, who presented his work and tree program. I was surprised to learn that in Fort Collins, every
new building’s site plan has to be approved by the
city forester. Colorado State Forester Ralph Campbell
presented us his work with the state’s nursery where
trees are grown from seed and then sold as seedlings
to citizens. In Windsor, CO, city forester Ken Kawamura
described to us his experiences with the city tree
board and showed us the consequences of a tornado.
Damaged homes and broken trees that I saw left me
speechless. The tree board was concerned about the
trees left standing in front of abandoned homes that
were destroyed by the tornado and the lack of care they
City Trees

Exchange host Lisa Olson (left) and participant Lena Marion (right)
hiked in Vedauvoo, Wyoming, on their way to Medicine Bow
National Park to look at bark beetle damage on conifers.

Lena Marion took this picture of the biggest girdling root she
had ever seen; the tree is a Colorado spruce (Picea pungens) in
Cheyenne’s Lions Park.

were receiving. The board wanted to keep the trees
alive and watered so when the homeowners returned to
rebuild they would still have their trees—something that
might help to make it feel a little more like home.
We also took a trip to Laramie, Wyoming to chat with
Paul Harrison, director of parks and recreation there,
about his urban forest. Wyoming State Forester Mark
Hughes took us on a long trip to the mountains where
he showed me the power of nature, or more specifically,
pine beetle populations. The damage is such that we
saw mountains with only a few live trees. Pine beetles
have also invaded trees in the cities, but several spraying programs are in place. In Cheyenne, the pine beetle
was introduced by firewood brought in from the infested
forest land. The City’s recommendations are to keep
affected trees watered and healthy, to remove infested
trees in a timely manner, and to carefully inspect firewood brought into the city.
In the course of my exchange, I learned that effective
contact with the public is critical in applying arboriculture
in the city. In this regard, I found out that I and the company that I work for are on the right path. We have the
knowledge that we need to disseminate information to
citizens. We have to show the general public what proper
tree care is and that we are the ones that can do it.
www.urban-forestry.com

The Colorado State Forest Service grows various tree species from
seeds that are then sold to citizens.

The SMA Arborist Exchange program is not just a great
travel opportunity or chance to make new friends among
colleagues. It allows you to meet lots of new people
who all understand your problems at work and is a great
source of new ideas and solutions. I came away feeling that I’d received an infusion of energy to make all
those ideas real. Within three months of returning from
my exchange week in the U.S., I translated one short
publication about trees, wrote two, and printed all of
them. Arborists from my company, TISA d.o.o.—together
with the City of Ljubljana and the Society for Protecting
Bats—organized a free public workshop in the city
center titled, “Trees and Bats are Ljubljana Citizens,
Too.” We are preparing a new Web site, we supported
an art exhibition about trees, and we established the
Slovenian Society of Arboriculture. I am thankful to SMA
and the program sponsors for this great opportunity
and to Lisa for her friendship and all the knowledge she
shared with me.
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CINCINNATI’S Urban Timber Program
by David Gamstetter, Kurt Kastner, and Bob Knight • Photos by Kurt Kastner

E

merald Ash Borer (EAB) is an invasive exotic insect
pest that threatens all native ash (Fraxinus) species
in the United States. To prepare for the imminent arrival
of EAB in our city, the Cincinnati, Ohio Park Board’s
Natural Resource Management Section and its Urban
Forestry Advisory Board created an EAB Management
Plan. The plan included a Wood Utilization Task Force to
study the potential end use of ash wood in quarantined,
heavily populated Hamilton County, Ohio. A partnership
was formed with the Cincinnati Public Schools to incorporate ash wood into the construction and furnishings
of new public schools.
Cincinnati covers approximately 88 square miles (228
sq km) and has a population of approximately 350,000
residents. It has a relatively high tree canopy cover of
37%, of which an estimated 10% is comprised of native
ash such as Fraxinus americana, Fraxinus pennsylvanica, and Fraxinus quadrangulata. The City has 1000
miles (1600 km) of public streets that are lined with
80,000 public street trees. Ash species represent 7.5%
of all street trees. The Cincinnati Park Board’s Natural
Resource Management Section manages the street
trees and 5,000 acres (2023 hec) of forested park
property.

The Urban Timber banner was developed by GBBN Architects
for Cincinnati Public Schools.

The plan also addressed wood utilization and dispersal:
The City will work with the County and other partners
to develop a plan to use the wood generated during
the removal program. The plan must comply with the
Ohio Department of Agriculture’s (ODA) regulations
for handling regulated materials. Wood that cannot be
used for lumber, firewood, or mulch will be disposed
of according to ODA specifications.
The Wood Utilization Task Force was formed by interested and expert professionals representing the Hamilton

In 2007 the Cincinnati Park Board developed a plan to
manage the impact of EAB on public and private trees in
the city. The purpose of developing the plan was to:
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•

determine an effective response to the EAB
threat to our urban forest resource;

•

responsibly implement and communicate
clear, effective actions to residents and
stakeholders;

•

attenuate the economic and social disruption EAB can cause to the city;

•

proactively manage for EAB in advance of
the invasion;

•

mitigate budget and service impact by distributing removal and replacement costs
over a manageable time period;

•

avoid costs associated with compliance
agreements required for wood transport
within a quarantined county; and

•

reduce impact of canopy loss by replanting
suitable species during the phased removal
of ash.

Oak log being milled at one of the park wood yards and cut to
specifications provided by Cincinnati Public Schools

City Trees

Rough-sawn ash and oak at the sawmill where it is air dried for
one to two months, then kiln dried and milled

County Solid Waste Management District, Cincinnati
Park Board, Hamilton County Parks, Ohio Department
of Natural Resources staff, Spring Grove Cemetery
and Arboretum, portable sawmill contractors, and local
wood utilization expert Sam Sherrill. Among this talented group of experts, it quickly became apparent that
the mechanism to process lumber from condemned ash
and other valuable species was simple. The difficulty
was locating a sustainable market for ash lumber in an
ash-laden market. The task force operated under the
following goal:
To investigate and develop a plan for finding a higher
and better use for ash trees. The plan could include
marketing ash trees to private sector outlets (aside
from chipping the material), options for sawmilling,
end markets for milled lumber, and increasing awareness on the uses of ash to the building industry.
While the Wood Utilization Task Force was meeting
to locate or develop a market for ash products, the
Cincinnati Public Schools (CPS) were developing a
Facilities Master Plan for their Buildings Going Green
program. CPS is adding environmentally friendly elements to its school construction, creating “green” buildings that are models of efficiency and conservation.
CPS adopted the Urban Timber program as one of their
10 initiatives for sustainable design.
The Cincinnati Park Board approved an agreement with
CPS to provide up to 20,000 board feet of lumber to
CPS annually. CPS pays the Park Board $1.00 for each
board foot delivered to the sawmill. The Park Board
incurs $0.60 in direct costs to saw and deliver each
board foot; the remaining $0.40 is used for reforestation of City park and street trees.
The program’s pilot year, 2008, included research, contracting, and refining the following steps:
www.urban-forestry.com

Ash cabinet made from urban timber that was placed in a
Cincinnati school

1. Cincinnati Park Board removes dead/dying
trees and harvests quality logs as part of
the Park Board’s preventive maintenance
program.
2. Cincinnati Park Board contracts with a portable sawmill operator to rough-saw ash and
oak trees that were harvested. The logs
are sawn locally to remove the phloem due
to the guidelines of the EAB quarantine in
Hamilton County.
3. Cincinnati Park Board transports the roughsawn lumber to Wilhelm Lumber in southern
Indiana, where CPS takes ownership of the
wood.
4. Cincinnati Park Board bills CPS for each
board foot of lumber delivered.
5. Wilhelm Lumber prepares the wood by kiln
drying, planing, and transporting it to the
furniture manufacturer Creative Shapes,
located in Hamilton County.
6. Creative Shapes manufactures bookcases
and coat closets for CPS.
In 2008, a total of 33 pieces of furniture, or 4,400
board feet, was placed in four schools. CPS will construct 24 schools between 2009 and 2013 and each
school will require at least 50 bookcases and 100 coat
closets. One school can utilize over 10,000 board feet
for these two pieces of furniture, and CPS desires to
expand this program to include library shelving and
gymnasium flooring. Currently, Cincinnati Park Board
can only supply up to 20,000 board feet annually, which
accounts for less than 5% of the total project potential
each year for the next four years. By expanding the
size of the urban timber program, it is anticipated that
up to 45,000 board feet of lumber could be supplied
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to CPS in 2009 and 2010. This is material that would
otherwise be turned into mulch, a much lower use for
the material.
Future goals of the project aim to:
•

provide up to 45,000 board feet of lumber
to be used by CPS annually through 2013;

•

train over 50 private sector tree companies
and municipalities on the proper way to harvest a tree for useable lumber;

•

train up to 20 sawmill owners and operators
on the uses for urban timber;

•

educate more than 6,000 students on the
urban timber program through classroom
instruction and at special events; and

•

provide funding for reforestation.

Through a strong partnership, the Cincinnati Park Board
and Cincinnati Public Schools have developed an urban
timber program designed to use the material for its
highest and best use, for durable products rather than
firewood or mulch. To date, the second batch of lumber has been sawn for CPS. The partnership seeks to
expand the program and develop an opportunity for all
of Ohio that includes workforce development, education, and recycling at an unprecedented level.
The Urban Timber Program is a great example of diverting a waste stream and producing a valuable product,
one that can be replicated in other communities affected by EAB.
David Gamstetter is Natural Resource Manager, Cincinnati
Park Board; Kurt Kastner is Urban Forestry Specialist,
Cincinnati Park Board; Bob Knight is Architect, GBBN
Architects, Representative for Cincinnati Public Schools

For more information, please contact:
Cincinnati Park Board Cincinnati Public Schools
Dave Gamstetter, (513) 861-9070
Robert Knight (513) 241-7800

Providers of progressive urban forestry
management services to a national client base.

Did you know that the US Forest
Service shareware software STRATUM:

• can generate important
cost / benefit statistics that
inform your current program?
• is an important tool for
maintaining or garnering
increased budgets?
Natural Path can map and provide output reports from STRATUM for most
municipal tree inventory data in less
than one week. Make a difference.

Kurt Kastner, (513) 861-9070

Further Reading
Sherrill, Sam. 2003. Harvesting Urban Timber.
Linden Publishing, Fresno CA.
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Natural Path Urban Forestry
www.naturalpathforestry.com
email: natpath@earthlink.net

(773) 699-7284
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Tree of Merit
Vanderwolf’s Pyramid Limber Pine
(Pinus flexilis ‘Vanderwolf’s Pyramid’)

I

n searching for a worthwhile pine species in our central Missouri region, we are hampered by the curses
of pine wilt nematodes, diplodia tip blight, and a punishing, heavy clay soil. However, a pine that has done
surprisingly well for us—even in the most distressing
circumstances—is the Vanderwolf’s Pyramid limber pine
(Pinus flexilis ‘Vanderwolf’s Pyramid’).
Limber pine is a high-elevation native of the subalpine
areas of the Rocky Mountains. This cultivar of limber
pine was introduced in 1972 by Vermeulen Nursery of
Neshanic Station, New Jersey and named after nursery
supervisor Rein W. Vanderwolf.
As a member of the white pine group, the limber pine
shares the group’s common characteristic of needles
in fascicles (bundles) of five, with a deciduous sheath.
Vanderwolf’s needles are an attractive silvery bluegreen, slightly twisted, and grow about 2.5 to 3.5 inches
(6 to 9 cm) long in the closely spaced bundles.
A relatively slow grower with upright, ascending branches, Vanderwolf’s Pyramid will reach only 20 to 30 feet (6
to 9 m) tall by 10 to 15 feet (3 to 5 m) wide. Listed as
pyramidal in habit, it sometimes appears more rounded
or pear shaped, especially as the tree matures.
It is considered hardy in Zones 4-7, but as adaptable
as this tree seems to be, I wouldn’t be shocked to find
it growing in Zone 8. Like most plants, it reportedly performs best in moist well-drained soil, but I’ve observed
that it isn’t fazed by our typically poor compacted clay
soil. It is outstandingly pest-and disease-free in our
area; however, in western states or other locales where
white pine blister rust is prevalent, that would be a
concern.

Needles and pine cone of Pinus flexilis ‘Vanderwolf’s Pyramid’
Photos by Brett O’Brien

Either as accent plant or part of an evergreen screen,
the stately Vanderwolf’s Pyramid has tremendous potential for a number of landscape uses. Its full yet compact
form and eye-catching color sets it apart as a noteworthy and valuable pine for the urban landscape.
– Brett O’Brien, Park Natural Resource Supervisor, Columbia, MO
NOTE: Trees of Merit are not suitable for every climate and
site condition. Variations in regional performance will apply.
If you are using a Tree of Merit in your municipality, please
share your experience with it on the SMA Listserve.
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Young tree

More mature specimen
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